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FOREWORD
This is a progress report on the research project, "Analysis and Computation of
Internal Flow Field in a Scramjet Engine," for the period ended June 30, 1992. Special
attention during this period was directed to "Investigation of Hypersonic Shock-Induced
Combustion in a Hydrogen-Air System." Important results of this study were presented
at the AIAA 30th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January 6-9, 1992; AIAA
paper no. 92-0339, January 1992. This paper is attached in this report as Appendix A.
This work was supported by the NASA Langley Research Center (Theoretical
Flow Physics Branch of the Fluid Mechanics Division) through the grant NAG-I-423.
The grant was monitored by Drs. A. Kumar and J. P. Drummond-Theoretical Flow
Physics Branch. The work, in part, was also supported by the Old Dominion
University's ICAM Program through NASA grant NAG-I-363; this grant was
monitored by Mr. Robert L. Yang, Assistant University Affairs Officer, NASA Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 23665-5225.
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Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23508
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ABSTRACT
A numerical study is conducted to simulate the ballistic range experiments at
Mach 5.11 and 6.46. The flow field is found to be unsteady with periodic instabilities
originating in the stagnation zone. The unsteadiness of the flow field decreased with
increase in the Mach number, thus indicating that it is possible to stabilize such flow
fields with a high degree of overdrive. The frequency of periodic instability is
determined using Fourier power spectrum and is found to be in good agreement with
the experimental data. The physics of the instability is explained by the wave interaction
models available in the literature.
* Graduate Research Assistant, Department of Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics
t Eminent Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics
Research Scientist, Analytical Services and Materials, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
The national commitment to the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) program and other
hypersonic vehicles such as Trans-Atmospheric Vehicle (TAV) and Aero-assisted Orbital Transfer
Vehicle (AOTV) have generated renewed interest in hypersonic flows. Since these vehicles
will rely on air-breathing propulsion, hypersonic propulsion is one of the key areas actively
researched. For a successful design of the propulsion system to be used for NASP, it is essential
to have a clear understanding of the physics of mixing and combustion at supersonic speeds
in order to develop efficient engines. In the conventional ramjet engine, free-stream air at
high supersonic speeds is compressed to a low subsonic Mach number at the entrance to the
combustor. Fuel is injected into the combustor, and burning takes place in a subsonic stream.
It is advantageous over the standard gas turbines in the Mach number range of 2 to 5, but is
disadvantageous at hypersonic speeds. Slowing from hypersonic to subsonic speeds will result
in large pressure losses and will cause very high temperature of air entering the combustor inlet
(much higher than the adiabatic fuel/air flame temperature), resulting in decomposition of the
fuel rather than burning. Therefore, the engine will be a drag device rather than a thrust device.
For an efficient propulsion system at hypersonic speeds, the combustion must take place at
supersonic speeds, for which two modes of propulsion are being proposed; namely, the Scramjet
(supersonic combustion ramjet) and Shramjet (shock-induced combustion ramjet). The Scramjet
([1]-[2]) is an integrated airframe-propulsion concept for a hypersonic airplane. The entire
undersurface of the vehicle is part of the scramjet engine. Initial compression of the air takes
place through the bow shock from the nose of the aircraft. Further compression takes place inside
a series of modules near the rear of the aircraft, thus increasing its pressure and temperature.
In the combustor, fuel (usually hydrogen) is injected into the hot air by a series of parallel and
perpendicular injectors where mixing and combustion takes place at supersonic speeds. The
expansion of burned gases is partially realized through nozzles in the engine modules but mainly
over the bottom rear surface of the aircraft. At high Mach numbers, the fuel and air do not have
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enoughtime for mixing and, therefore,the combustionefficiencydecreases.Thus, in order to
get the desiredmixing, the lengthof thecombustorhasto be long. Sincethe highestpressure
and temperaturein the engineoccur in the combustor,it has to be very strong;combinedwith
the long length, it increasestheweight and the drag of the vehicle.
In order to reduce the size of the combustor, shock-induced combustion (Shramjet [3]) has
been proposed, where, a shock is employed to increase the temperature of premixed fuel and
air to a point where chemical reaction will start. Apparent advantages of the Shramjet over
the Scramjet engine includes very short-length combustors and simple engine geometries. The
Shramjet's ability to operate at lower combustor inlet pressures will allow the vehicle to operate
at a lower dynamic pressure which lessens the heating loads on the airframe. Up to about Mach
14, Scramjet has better performance than Shramjet, but after that, Shramjet performs better [1].
In the past, many researchers have conducted ballistic range experiments to study the
supersonic combustion/detonation. In these experiments, projectiles were fired in different
premixed fuel air mixtures, and detonation structures around the projectiles were recorded. Every
gas mixture has a detonation wave velocity known as Chapman-Jouget (C-J) velocity, which is
characteristic of the mixture. In any reactive gas mixture, if the normal component of the flow
velocity following the detonation wave is sonic, then the detonation wave velocity is known
as the C-J velocity of the mixture. On the other hand, if the normal component of the flow
velocity is subsonic, the detonation wave velocity is called overdriven, and if supersonic, then it
is known as underdriven. If the free-stream velocity of the projectile is above the C-J velocity of
the reactive mixture, the free stream-velocity is referred to as superdetonative. The detonation
wave structure is highly unstable for projectile velocities less than the Chapman-Jouget velocity
of the mixture. If the projectile is flying above the C-J velocity of the gas mixture, the detonation
or reaction front structure shows a coupled shock-deflagration system near the stagnation line of
the body. These two fronts separate from each other as one moves away from the stagnation
line. The separation between the two fronts occurs as soon as the velocity component normal to
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thebow shockis equalto thedetonationvelocity. Theseparationbetweenthebow shockandthe
reactionfront is called theinductionzone.Lehr's [4] experimentalballistic rangeshadowgraphs
for Mach 5.11and Mach6.46areshownin Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.In both cases,a free-
streamtemperatureof 292 K andapressureof 42663.2N/m2(320mm of Hg) is usedalongwith
a stoichiometricmixtureof hydrogen-air.Fig. 1showsthat thereactionfront is separatedfrom
the bow shocknearthe stagnationline, andthe instabilitiesor pulsationsin the reactionfront
arevisible for Mach5.11. Figure2 is for Mach 6.46case,andit is seenthatthe reactionfront
is coupledwith the shocknearthe stagnationline. A close examinationof the shadowgraphs
revealsthat asthe flow crossesthe bow shockthe color changesfrom light to dark, indicating
an increasein density.But, asthe flow crossesthe reactionfront, the color changesfrom dark
to light, indicatinga decreasein densityacrossthe reactionfront. This is due to a largerelease
of energyacrossthe reactionfront, causingan increasein the temperature;sincethe pressure
remainsrelatively constant,the density must decrease.
Behranet al. [5] conductedsimilar ballistic rangeexperimentsby firing plasticspheresinto
hydrogen-airmixtures.Similarbehaviorof transitionfrom stabilityto instabilityof thedetonation
waveswasobservedwhenthe projectile velocitieswere decreasedto nearlyChapman-Jouget
velocity of the mixture.
McVey and Toong [6] also conductedsimilar experimentswhere projectiles were fired
into lean acetylene-oxygenand stoichiometrichydrogen-airmixtures. They proposedthewave
interactionmodel to explain the instabilities in the structureof the detonationwave. Their
modelexplainshow compressionwavescanbe formedwhena new reactionfront developsin
the inductionzonebetweenthenormalsegmentof thebow shockandtheoriginal reactionfront.
Thesecompressionwavesleadto a cyclic processwhich is compatiblewith mostof theobserved
featuresof the flow. However,the strengthof the compressionwavesremainedunresolvedin
their wave-interactionmodel, which is an important factor in determiningif sucha model is
physicallypossible.Alpert andToong[7] includedtheeffectof thestrengthof thecompression
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waves and proposed a modified form of the wave-interaction model.
Several researchers [8-11] have recently attempted to numerically simulate Lehr's ballistic
range experiments [4], but have met with limited success. Youngster et al. [8] and Lee and
Deiwert [9] simulated Lehr's experimental data for Mach 4.18, 5.11, and 6.46. They used Euler
equations coupled with species equations to capture the shock and the reaction front. The reaction
model used was hydrogen-air mixture of six species and an inert gas such as Argon or Nitrogen
and eight reactions. The flow field was found to be steady in contrast to the experimental
evidence that the flow field is, indeed, unsteady. For the test conditions of stoichiometric
hydrogen-air mixture, the detonation wave speed of the mixture is Mach 5.11. Experimentally,
it has been demonstrated in Lehr's work that Mach 5.11 and 4.18 show structural instabilities
of the detonation wave which disappear if the flight Mach number is increased beyond Mach
5.11. Further, the flow field was not well resolved. They used 32x32 and 57x41 size grids,
respectively, in their blunt body calculations. These grids were not sufficient to resolve the flow
field correctly.
Wilson and MacCormack [10] conducted a detailed numerical investigation of the shock-
induced combustion phenomena. They used Euler equations and a 13-species and 33-reactions
chemistry model. They showed the validity of the reaction models and the importance of grid
resolution needed to properly model the flow physics. They did highly resolved calculations
for Lehr's Mach 5.11 and Mach 6.46 cases with adaptive grid. The calculations were not time
accurate, so that the unsteady behavior was not captured.
Sussman and Wilson [11] also studied the instabilities in the reaction front for a Mach
number of 4.79. They also used Euler equations and a 13-species and 33-reactions chemistry
model. They have proposed a new formulation based on logarithmic transformation. It greatly
reduces the number of grid points needed to properly resolve the reaction front. They successfully
simulated the unsteady case. However, the frequency was slightly underpredicted.
Matsuo and Fujiwara [12] have studied the instabilities of shock-induced combustion around
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an axisymmetric blunt body. They used Euler equations and a simplified two-step chemistry
model. They investigated the growth of periodic instabilities by a series of simulations with
various tip radii and showed that these periodic instabilities are related to shock-standoff distance
and induction length. They proposed a new model based on McVey and Toong model [6]. The
instabilities in the reaction front were explained by their model.
The instability in the structure of the reaction front originates in the induction zone which
separates the bow shock and the exothermic reaction front in the nose region of the flow field
and then spreads outwards. In order to capture the physical instabilities, the calculations must
be carded out for long times to ensure that all relevant time scales are being captured. Since all
numerical schemes have some numerical diffusion, which is dependent on the grid resolution, a
coarse grid may damp these oscillations. Further, the numerical damping added to the scheme
in the vicinity of the reaction front may damp or alter the instability modes.
The objective of this study is to investigate, in detail, the shock-induced combustion phenom-
ena for the premixed stoichiometric H2-air mixture flow at hypersonic speed (Mach 5.11), which
is also the Chapman-Jouget speed of the mixture, past a 15 mm spherical projectile, including
the stability of detonation waves. The analysis is carried out using the axisymmetric version of
the SPARK2D code [13], which incorporates a seven-species, seven-reactions combustion model
for hydrogen-air mixture.
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BASIC GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The physical model for analyzing the flow field is described by the Navier-Stokes and species
continuity equations. For two-dimensional axisymmetric flows, these equations are expressed
in physical coordinates as
OU OF OG
at ox---x:-. +-7- + O---y = H (1)
where vectors U, F, G and H are written as
U
[p7
pv
pE
_ .1
pu
pu 2 -- ax
puv - rzy
(pE - az)u - TzuV + qz
pfi(u + di)
G
pv
puv - rxy
pv 2 -- _ry
(pE - a_)v - z_yu + qy
pfi(v + vi)
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The other terms appearing in vectors F, G, and H are defined as
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In Eq. (1) only (Ns--1) species equations need to be considered in the formulation since
the mass fraction of the species is prescribed by satisfying the constraint equation
N,
E fi = 1 (12/
i=1
The specific heat at constant pressure for each species is prescribed in Eq. (11) by a fourth-order
polynomial in temperature. The multicomponent diffusion equation for the diffusion velocity
of the i th species
_ii = thi + _ijj (13)
is as follows •
N, ( XiXj'_
VXi : E \ Dij /(if/- t_i)+
j--1
Z fifj + (fi - Xi) + (14)
j=l
j=l fJ f'
It may be noted that this equation has to be applied only to (Ns--1) species. The diffusion
N,
velocity for the remaining species is prescribed by satisfying the constraint equation _ fiui "- O,
i=1
which ensures the consistency. In Eq.(7), it is convenient to assume that the body force vector
per unit mass is negligible. In addition, thermal diffusion is considered to be negligible when
compared with the binary diffusion coefficient.
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CHEMISTRY AND THERMODYNAMIC MODELS
Chemical reaction rate expressions are usually determined by summing the contributions
from each relevant reaction path to obtain the total rate of change of each species. Each path is
governed by a law of mass action expression in which the rate constants can be determined from
a temperature dependent Arrhenius expression. In vector H, the term wi = MiCi represents the
net rate of production of species i in all chemical reactions and is modelled as follows :
N, N_
X"'J'si= F_,4 s, ;i = (15)
i----1 i=1
wi = Mi u}_/- u}i ) tcf, C_"-rib, C_" (16)
j=l rn=l m=l
where Eq.(14) is a representation of an Nr-step chemical reaction, and Eq.(15) is the production
rate for the ith species as determined from the law of mass action. The reaction constants _0
and nbj are calculated from the following equations
•_f.i = AjTa3exp ;j = 1, .... NT (17)
_;bj = _¢L ;j = 1, .... Nr (18)
Keqj
The equilibrium constant appearing in Eq.(18) is given by
where
I_eq3 = exp RuT ;j = 1, .... Nr (19)
Ns Ns
i=l i=1
AGR_
N, Ns
E" E'= .j,g, - %_g, ;j
i=l i=l
=1, .... N_
(20)
(21)
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(22)
The forward rate for each reaction is determined from Eq.(17) which is based on the
Arrhenius law. The appropriate constants A j, aj, and ej for the H2--air reaction system can
be found in [14]. The reverse rate is then calculated from Eq.(18). It should be noted that the
Gibb's free energy of each species in gi is obtained from the expression for Cpi.
The hydrogen-air combustion mechanism used in this work is based on the Jachimowski
Hydrogen-air model [14] which uses seven species and seven reactions. The species are N2, 02,
H2, OH, H20, O, and H. Each of the seven reactions can proceed in the forward and backward
directions. The reactions are
1) 02 + H2 _OH + OH
2) 02 + H= OH + O
3) H2 + OH _ H20 + H
4) H2 + O _ OH +H
5) OH + OH _ H20 + O
6) OH + H + N2 _ H20 + N2
7) H + H + N2 = H2 + N2
The stoichiometric chemical reaction for a hydrogen-air system can be written as
2H2 + O2 + 3.76N2-->2H20 + 3.76N2
When a blunt body is moving through a reactive mixture at hypersonic speeds, a bow shock
is formed ahead of the body, and the temperature of the fuel-air mixture after the bow shock is
sufficiently high to initiate the reaction. Once the ignition starts, chemical energy is released and
another discontinuity known as reaction front is formed. In the induction zone, the temperature
10
and the pressure remain relatively constant at the post shock conditions, while the concentrations
of radicals build up very rapidly.
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METHOD OF SOLUTION
The governing equations are transformed from the physical domain (x, y) to a computational
domain (_, 7) using an algebraic grid generation technique. In the computational domain, Eq.
(1) is expressed as
oP B (23)
o-7+ -b-(+ 0W=
where /) = UJ, # = Fy, 7 - Gx, 1
= Gx_ - Fy_, I?t = HJ (24)
J = x_y, 1 - y_x, 7
The governing equations are solved using the MacCormack's [17] method. The scheme is
second-order accurate in time and space. This results in a spatially and temporally discrete,
simultaneous system of equations at each grid point. The system of equations is solved subject
to initial and boundary conditions. At the supersonic inflow boundary, all flow quantities are
specified as free-stream conditions. At the supersonic outflow boundary, all flow quantities are
extrapolated from interior grid points. Although full N-S equations are used, the slip conditions
are used to numerically simulate the inviscid flow. A flow tangency or slip boundary condition
is implied on solid wall. The wall temperature and pressure are extrapolated from interior grid
points. Initial conditions are obtained by specifying free-stream conditions throughout the flow
field. The resulting set of equations is marched in time.
The Lax-Wendroff type schemes are inherently unstable and, hence, higher-order numerical
dissipation terms are often necessary to get a stable solution. For a non-reacting flow field, an
artificial viscosity based on temperature and/or pressure is traditionally used, but in chemically
reacting flows, in addition to temperature and pressure gradients, one can also have very strong
species concentration gradients. To suppress the numerical oscillations in the induction zone
where the gradients in the concentration of reactants and products are very strong, additional
artificial viscosity based on H20 mass fraction is used similar to the one used by Singh et al. [15].
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The stoichiometric chemical reaction for a hydrogen-air system can be written as
2H2 + 02 + 3.76N2 _ 2H20 + 3.76N2
When a blunt body is moving through a reactive mixture at hypersonic speeds, a bow shock is
formed ahead of the body, and the temperature of the fuel-air mixture after the bow shock is
sufficiently high to initiate the reaction. Once the ignition starts, chemical energy is released and
another discontinuity known as reaction front is formed. In the induction zone, the temperature
and the pressure remain relatively constant at the post shock conditions, while the concentrations
of radicals build up very rapidly.
Because of the symmetry, only one half of the flow field is calculated. Figure 3 shows
the typical grid which contains 101 x78 grid points (101 normal to the body and 78 along the
body). For clarity, every fourth grid point is shown in the figure. For the present case of a
stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture, the Chapman-Jouget velocity is the same as the velocity of
the projectile for the Mach 5.11 case. However, for the Mach 6.46 case, the projectile speed
is significantly above the detonation velocity of the mixture. Unsteady flow phenomenon can
occur if the free-stream velocity of the projectile is around the C-J detonation velocity of the
mixture. For both cases, the residuals were dropped by three orders in 12,000 iterations and
then remained constant.
Figure 4 shows the contour plot of density for the Mach 5.11 case. The bow shock and
the reaction front can be seen clearly in the figure. These are separated from each other
by the induction distance. The separation (i.e., the induction distance) is minimum near the
stagnation line and increases away from it. This is because near the stagnation line, bow shock
is almost normal and, hence, the post shock temperature is maximum; thus, induction distance
is minimum. Away from the stagnation line, the shock strength decreases, thereby decreasing
the post-shock temperature and, hence, increasing the induction distance. A comparison with
Fig. 1 shows that all the flow features are very well captured. Figure 5 shows the corresponding
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plot which hasbeenenlargedfor clarity. The bow shock is very crisp and smooth,whereas
the reactionfront is wrinkled. Thepulsationsor instabilitieswhich ariseat thestagnationpoint
move throughthe reactionfront. The maximumdensityis seento bejust after the bow shock,
andminimum densityis after the reactionfront. The shockstandoffdistanceis comparableto
the Lehr's shadograph.Figure 6 shows the contour plot for temperature,and Fig. 7 shows
the correspondingenlargedview. Again, it is seenthat the bow shockis very smooth,but the
reactionfront which separatesfrom thebow shocknearthe stagnationline showspulsations.As
explainedearlier,thepost-shocktemperatureis maximumnearthestagnationline andgradually
decreasesaway from it. Also, due to the exothermicnatureof the reaction,the temperature
further increasesasthe reactionproceeds.The peaktemperatureoccursat thestagnationpoint.
Figure 8 showsthetemperaturealongvariousj=constantgrid lines. The postshockstagnation
point temperatureis 3150°K,which comparesvery well with Ref. [10]. As the gas encounters
the bow shock, the temperature increases abruptly. Immediately after the shock, the temperature
stays constant for a short distance and then begins to increase due to exothermic reactions. The
induction zone decreases with increasing temperature, as chemical energy release will be faster for
higher temperatures. Also, one can see the unsteadiness in the reaction front. This unsteadiness
originates from the induction zone near the stagnation line and then travels downstream. The
contour plots for water mass fraction are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. At the end of the combustion
zone, the temperature is high enough to start the combustion. As the reaction proceeds, the water
mass fraction increases rapidly. The oscillations similar to temperature and density profiles can
be seen here. The instability is characterized by an almost regular periodic wave motion having a
constant frequency. Similar instability has been observed experimentally in Lehr's work. Figure
11 shows the pressure contour. Again, the bow shock is clearly visible in the figure, and the
pressure jump across the shock is comparable with Ref. [9]. Figure 12 shows the line plot for
pressure along various j=constant grid lines. As the flow crosses the shock, it encounters the
pressure jump. The pressure decreases slightly after the shock. The Von Neumann spike, which
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is characteristic of reacting flows, is also visible. The post shock oscillation in pressure along
the stagnation line has also been observed in Ref. [9].
The instability in the reaction front has been explained by the wave interaction model as pro-
posed by McVey and Toong [6] and as modified by Matsuo and Fujiwara [11]. Figure 13 shows
the wave interaction model in terms of the x-t diagram on the stagnation streamline between
the bow shock and the reaction front. The diagram shows the x-t plot for water mass fraction
with an overlay of pressure. First, the contact discontinuity approaches the original reaction
front. The hot gases behind the contact discontinuity begin to react, generating compression
or pressure waves which propagate upstream and downstream. The compression wave which
propagates upstream interacts with the bow shock and produces a contact discontinuity behind
the bow shock. The hot gases on the contact discontinuity behind the bow shock begin to react,
and thus, generating another set of compression waves. At a somewhat later time, the contact
discontinuity reaches the position of the original reaction front, extinguishing the reaction at this
point because no more unreacted gas exists there, and the rate of energy release is effectively
reduced, and thus, generating rarefaction waves. The reaction front begins to recede because of
increasing induction time of the colder fluid. The compression wave travelling towards the blunt
body gets reflected from the body and travels back to the reaction front and causes a change in
the ignition location, and a new pressure wave is created and then the cycle is repeated.
Figure 14 shows the x-t plot for density along the stagnation line. The shock front is smooth,
but the periodic oscillations of the reaction front are clearly visible. These periodic oscillations
are more clear from Fig. 15, which is the x-t plot for water mass fraction along the stagnation
line. If one sees these oscillations very closely, it will be clear that the water mass production rate,
which is also a measure of energy release, continues to increase, and then decreases eventually to
zero water mass production and, hence, zero energy release. This is the point of extinguishment
of the reaction front. The reaction almost comes to a standstill at this point. Since the new
reaction front generated has high energy release (and, hence, high water mass production rate),
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it sendsnew setsof compressionwaves,which propagateboth upstreamanddownstream,and
the abovecycle is repeated.Figure 16 showsthe x-t plot for temperaturealongthe stagnation
line. The periodicoscillationsof the reactionfront similar to watermassfraction is noticed.
To further investigatethe unsteadynatureof the flow field, a Fourieranalysisof the flow
field was conducted. For this, dataat various samplestationsalong the j=61 grid line were
storedfor 30,000iterationsto get goodtemporalresolutions.The grid usedwas 101x78, and
all calculationswere time accurate.Figure 17showstheamplitudevs frequencyplot obtained
by usingFourier transform.The flow field spectrumis well resolved,and it clearly showsthe
fundamentalfrequencyof 1.2e+6Hzandapeakamplitudeof 0.004. It alsoshowssubharmonics
andhigh-frequencynumericalnoise.Experimentalfundamentalfrequency,asgivenin Ref. [16],
is 1.96e+6Hz. Thediscrepanciesbetweentheexperimentalandthenumericalvaluecouldbedue
to impropergrid resolution.The calculationswerethenrepeatedfor a finergrid (131x 101).The
grid aspectratio waskept thesamein both the cases.Figure 18showsthefrequencyspectrum
for the flow field with the finer grid. The samplestationshavethe samephysicallocationsas
in the previouscase. The dominantfrequencynow is 2.0e+6Hz, and the amplitudeis 0.004.
This frequencyis in closeagreementwith the experimentalvalueof 1.96e+6Hz. The above
calculationswererepeatedonceagainfor anotherfiner grid of 197x 152.The grid aspectratio
waskept the sameandthe samplestationshavethesamephysicallocationsas in the previous
cases.Figure 19 showsthe frequencyspectrumfor this grid. The dominantfrequencynow is
2.1e+6Hz., and the amplitudeis 0.004. Thus,refining the grid hasnot changedthe frequency
and therefore,the oscillationsin the reactionfront arephysical.
The results for the Mach 6.46casewill now bepresented.As mentionedearlier, this is a
superdetonativecase,i.e.,projectilevelocity is higherthanthedetonationvelocityof themixture.
The temperaturecontoursareshownin Fig. 20. Qualitatively the resultsaresimilar to the
previouscaseexceptnear the stagnationzone; the bow shockand the reactionfront are now
almostcoupleddueto very small inductiondistance(becauseof higherpost-shocktemperature).
16
The two fronts separatefrom eachotherslightly downstream.
Figure21showsthewatermass-fractioncontours.Here,in contrastto thepreviouscase,the
reactionfront is very smooth. The periodicinstabilities,which wereclearly visible previously,
cannotbeseen.This is in agreementwith the experimentalresult (seeFig. 2). The frequency
spectrumand the stability for Mach 6.46 hasnot beenanalyzedin the presentstudy but will
be carried on in future work.
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CONCLUSIONS
A numerical study is carried out to investigate the shock-induced combustion in premixed
hydrogen-air mixture. The calculations have been carried out for Mach 5.11 and 6.46. The Mach
5.11 case was found to be unsteady with periodic oscillations. The frequency of oscillations was
calculated and was found to be in good agreement with the experimentally observed frequency.
The Mach 6.46 case was found to be macroscopically stable, thus supporting the existing view
that it is possible to stabilize the shock-induced combustion phenomena with sufficient level
of overdrive.
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ABSTRACT
A numerical study is conducted to simulate the
ballistic range experiments at Mach 5.11 and 6.46.
The flow field is fotmd to be unsteady wilh periodic
instabilities originating in the stagnation zone. The
unsteadiness of the flow field decreased with increase
in Mach nnmber, thus indicating that it is possible
to stabilize such flow fields with a high degree of
overdrive. The frequency of periodic instability is
determined using Fourier power spectrum and is found
to be in good agreement with the experimental data.
The physics of the instability are explained by the wave
interaction model as proposed earlier by McVey et al.
and subsequently modified by Matsuo et al.
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reaction rate constant for the .i_t' reaction
concenlalion of i"' species
constant pressure specific heat of i"'
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species.
total (internal and kinefic) energy
activation energy of j_h reaction
base enthalpy of i"' species
thermal conductivity
forward rate conslanl for jth reaction
backward rate conslanl for .iThreaction
equilibrium constant for jth reaction
nlolecnlar weight of itl' specie
number of chemical species
number of chemical reactions
pressure
gas constant of i 'h species
temperature
x-component of the velocity
x-component of the diffusion velocity of
the ith component
y-component of the velocity
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6_ y-component of diffi_sion velocity of
i'h species
Xi mole fraction of i th species
x streamwise coordinate in the physical
domain
y normal coordinate in the physical domain
_i temperature coefficient in reaction rate
expression for jth reaetion
AGRi Gibbs tree energy change for the jth
reaction
Anj molar change for the jth reaction
7/ normal coordinate in the computational
domain
A second viscosity coefficient
It dynamic viscosity
r,_i stoichiometric coefficient of reactant
corresponding to i_hspecies and jth reaclion
u._'i stoichiomelric coefficient of product
corresponding to i th species and j"' reaction
streamwise coordinate in the computational
domai n
p density
crx normal stress in the x-direction
Cry normal stress in the y-direction
rxy shear stress in the xy plane
a)i production rate of i th species
INTRODUCTION
The nafional commitment to the National Aerospace
Plane (NASP) program and other hypersonic vehicles
such as Trans-Almospheric Vehicle (TAV) and Aero-
assisted ()rbital Transfer Vehicle (AOTV) have gener-
ated renewed interest in hypersonic flows. Since these
vehicles will rely on air-breathing propulsion, hyper-
sonic propulsion is one of the key areas actively re-
searched. For a successflfl design of the propulsion sys-
tem to be used fi)r NASP, it is essential to have a clear
understanding of the physics of mixing and combus-
tion at supersonic speeds in order to develop efficient
engines. In the conventional ramjet engine, free-stream
air at high supersonic speeds is compressed to a low
subsonic Mach number at the entrance to the combus-
tot. Fuel is injected into the combustor, and burning
takes place in a subsonic stream. It is advantageous
_ I
overthestandardgasturbinesin the Math number
range of 2 to 5, but is disadvantageous at hypersonic
speeds. Slowing from hypersonic to subsonic speeds
will result in large pressure losses and will cause very
high temperature of air entering the combustor inlet
(much higher than the adiabatic fuel/air flame tempera-
ture), resulting in decomposition of the fuel rather than
burning. Therefore, the engine will be a drag device
rather than a thrust device.
For an efficient propulsion system at hypersonic
speeds, the combustion must take place at supersonic
speeds, for which two modes of propulsion are be-
ing proposed; namely, the Scramjet (supersonic com-
bustion ramjet) and Shramjet (shock-induced combus-
tion ramjet). The Scramjet ([11-I21) is an integrated
airframe-propulsion concept for a hypersonic airplane.
"lbe entire undersurface of the vehicle is part of the
scramjet engine. Initial compression of the air takes
place through the bow shock from the nose of the air-
craft. Further compression takes place inside a series of
modules near the rear of the aircraft, thus increasing its
pressure and temperature. In the combustor, fuel (usu-
ally hydrogen) is injected into the hot air by a series
of parallel and perpendicular injectors where mixing
and combustion takes place at supersonic speeds. The
expansion of burned gases is partially realized through
nozzles in the engine modules but mainly over the bot-
tom rear surface of the aircraft. At high Mach num-
bers, the fuel and air do not have enough time fl_r
mixing and, therefore, the combustion efficiency de-
creases. Thus, in order to get the desired mixing, the
length of the combustor has to be long. Since the high-
est pressure and temperature in the engine occur in the
combustor, it has to be very strong; combined with the
long length, it increases the weight and the drag of the
vehicle.
In order to reduce the size of the combustor,
shock-induced combustion (Shramjet 13]) has been pro-
posed, where, a shock is employed to increase the tem-
perature of premixed fltel and air to a point where
chemical reaction will start. Apparent advantages of
the Shramjet over the Scramjet engine includes very
short-length combustors and simple engine geometries.
The Shramjet's ability to operate at lower combustor in-
let pressures will allow the vehicle to operate at a lower
dynamic pressure which lessens the heating loads on
the airframe. Up to about Mach 14, Scramjet has bet-
ter performance than Shramjet, but after that, Shramjet
performs better [ 1].
In the past, many researchers have conducted bal-
listic range experiments to study the supersonic com-
bustion/detonation. In these experiments, projectiles
were fired in different premixed fi_el air mixtures,
and detonation structures around the projectiles were
recorded. Every gas mixture has a detonation wave ve-
locity known as Chapman-Jouget (C-J) velocity, which
is characteristic of the mixture. In any reactive gas
mixture, if the normal component of Ihe llow velocity
following the detonation wave is sonic, then the deto-
nation wave velocity is ka_own as the C-J velocity of
the mixture. On the other ha_ld, if the normal com-
ponent of the flow velocity is subsonic, the detonation
wave velocity is called overdriven, and if supersouic,
then it is known as underdriven. If the free-stream ve-
locity of the projectile is above the C-J velocity of the
reactive mixture, the tree stream-velocity is referred to
as superdelonative. The detonation wave structure is
highly unstable for projectile velocities less than the
Chapman-Jouget velocity of the mixture. If the projec-
tile is flying above the C-J velocity of the gas mixture,
the detonation or reaction front sln_clure shows a cou-
pled shock-dellagralion system near the stagnation line
of the body. These two fronts separate tYom each other
as one moves away from the stagnation line. Tile sep-
aration between the two fronts occurs as soon as the
velocity component normal to the bow shock is equal
to the detonation velocity. The separation between the
bow shock and the reaction lYont is called the iLIducliou
zone. Lehr's [41 experimental ballistic range shadow-
graphs for Math 5.11 and Mach 6.46 are shown in Figs.
1 and 2, respectively. In both cases, a free-stream tem-
perature of 292 K and a pressure of 42663.2 N/m 2 (320
mm of llg) is used along with a stoichiometric mixture
of hydrogen-air. Fig. 1 shows that the reaction tYont is
separated lYom the bow shock near the stagnation line,
and the instabilities or pulsations in the reaction front
are visible for Math 5.11. Figure 2 is for Mach 6.46
case, and it is seen that the reaction front is coupled
with the shock near the stagnation line. A close ex-
amination of the shadowgraphs reveals that as the flow
crosses the bow shock the color changes from light
to dark, indicating an increase in density. But, as the
flow crosses the reaction front, the color changes from
dark to light, indicating a decrease in density across
the reaction front. This is due to a large release of
energy across the reaction tYont, causing an increase in
the temperaturc; since the pressure remains relatively
constant, the density must decrease.
Behran et al. [51 conducted similar ballistic range
experiments by firing plastic spheres into hydrogen-air
mixtures. Similar behavior of transition from stability
to instability of the detonation waves was observed
when the projectile velocities were decreased to nearly
Chapman-Jouget velocity of the mixture.
McVey and "lboug I61 also conducted similar
experiments where projectiles were fired into lean
acetylene-oxygen and stoichiometric hydrogen-air mix-
tures. "ll_ey proposed the wave interaction model to
explain the instabilities in the structure of the deto-
nation wave. Their model explains how compression
waves can be formed when a new reaction li'ont devel-
ops in the induction zone between the normal segment
of the bow shock and the original reaction IYont. These
compression waves lead to a cyclic process which is
compatible with most of the observed features of the
Ilow. However, the strength of the compression waves
remained unresolved in their wave-interaction model,
which is an important factor in determining if such a
model is physically possible. Alpert and "Ibong [7] in-
cluded the effect of the strength of the compression
waves and proposed a nuxiified form of the wave-
interaction model.
Several researchers [8-11] have recently attempted
It) numerically simulate Lehr's ballistic range experi-
ments [4], but have met with limited success. Young-
steret al. [,q] and l.ee et al. 19] simulated l.ehr's
experimental data fl)r Mach 4.18, 5. I1, and 6.46. They
used Fader equations coupled with species equations to
capture the shock and t11o reaction front. The reaction
model used was hydrogen-air mixture of six species
,and an inert gas such as Argon or Nilmgen and eight
reactions. The flow field was found to be steady in con-
trast to the experimental evidence that the flow field
is, indeed, unsteady. For the tesl conditions of stop
chiometrie hydrogen-air mixture, the detonation wave
speed of the mixture is Mach 5.11. Experimentally, it
has been demonstrated in I.ehr's work that Mach 5.11
and 4.18 show structural instabililies of the detonation
wave which disappear if the flight Math number is
increased beyond Math 5.11. Further, the flow field
was not well resolved. "lhey used 32x32 and 57x41
size grids, respectively, in their bhml body calculations.
These grids were not sufficient to resolve the flow field
correctly.
Wilson et al. I I0l conducted a detailed numeri-
cal investigation of the shock-induced combustion phe-
nomena. They used Euler equations and a 13-species
and 33-reactions chemistry model. They showed the
validity of the reaction models and the intportance
of grid resoh|lion needed to properly model the flow
physics. "lhey did highly resolved calculations for
i.ehr's Math 5.11 and Mach 6.46 cases with adaptive
grkl. The calculations were not lime accurate, so that
the unsteady behavior was not captured
Sussman et al. Ii 11 also studied the instabilities
in the reaction front for a Mach number of 4.79. They
also used Ihfler equations and a 13-species and 33-re-
aclions chemistry model. They have proposed a new
formulatiot, based on logarithmic transformation. It
greatly reduces the nttmber of grid points needed to
properly resolve the reaction front. They successfi|lly
simulated the unsteady case. ]lowever, the frequency
was slightly underpredicted.
Matsuo and Fujiwara I121 have studied the in-
stabililies of shock-induced combustion around at) ax-
isymmetric blunt body. They used Euler equations and
a simplified two-step chemistry model. They investi-
gated the growth of periodic instabilities by a series
of simulations with various tip radii and showed that
these periodic instabilities we related to shock-standoff
distance and induction length. They proposed a new
model based on McVey attd Toong's model 161. The in-
stabilities in the reaction front were explained by their
model.
The instability in the structure of the reaction front
originates in the induction zone which sep,'u'ates the
bow shock and the exothermic reaction front in the
nose region of the flow field and then spreads outwards.
In order to capture the physical instabilities, the calcu-
lations must be carried out for long times to ensure
that all relevant time scales are being captured. Since
all numerical schemes have some numerical diffusion,
which is dependent on the grid resolution, a coarse
grid may damp these oscillations. Further, the numeri-
cal damping added to the scheme it) the vicinity of the
reaction front may damp or alter the instability modes.
The objective of this sludy is to investigate, in de-
tail, the shock-induced combustion phenomena for the
premixed stoichiometric ll2-air mixture flow at hyper-
sonic speed (Mach 5.11), which is also the Chapman-
Jouget speed of the mixture, past a 15 mm spherical
projectile, including the stability of detonation waves.
"the analysis is carried out using the axisymmetric ver-
sion of the SPARK2I) code [13], which incorporates
a seven-species, seven-reactions combustion model for
hydrogen-air mixture.
BASIC GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The physical model for analyzing the flow field is
described by the Navier-Stokes and species continuity
equations. For two-dimensional axisymmetric flows,
these equations are expressed in physical coordinates
as
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Ill lk 1. (1)only (N,--I) species equations need Io
be considered in the formnlation siilt:e the mass l'raction
of the species is prescribed by satisfying the constraint
equation
N,
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"l`he specilic heat at constant pressure for each species
is prescribed in Eq. (11) by a fourth-order polynomial
in temperature, q'he multicomponent diffi_sion equation
for the diffusion velocity of the i th species
r_ i = _Li + d) j ( 13)
is as follows •
The other terms appearing in vectors F, G, and !I
are defined as
OU
_r_ = -p + 2p-g- + AV.u
Ct X
(2)
(.91)
o'y : -p + 2p_ + )tV.u
[ Ou 01)]
(3)
(4)
2 ( o1) ,, oo)ruu : -_tt\ Ou y Oz (5)
2 (v 01) Ou)7"oo=-'_t' 2y Oy x (6)
Ns
k 07" Z hi fi di (7)q_ = - "74-7.+ p
i=l
i=1
N° J'i
p = pt_,7')_.£
i:l Mi
,/,
hi = h li_ + f C'v, dT
('t', _ Ai + Bi ] + (_iT" + Di T3 + Ei '1'4
Ri
(8)
(9)
(10)
(II)
V.\_= \ D,_ ]
(P) zfifj+(fi-A'i) + (14)
j=l
j=l
It may be noted that this equation has to be applied
only to (N,--I) species. The diffusion velocity lot the
remaining species is prescribed by satisfying the con-
N,
straint equation _ fidi = 0, which ensures the con-
i=1
sistency. In Eq.(7), it is convenient to assume that the
body force vector per unit mass is negligible. In ad-
dition, thermal diffusion is considered to be negligible
when compared with the binary diffusion coefficient.
CHEMISTRY AND
TIlERMODYNAMIC MODELS
Chenlical reaction rate expressions arc usually de-
termined by summing the contributiol_s from each rel-
evant reaction path to obtain the total rate of change
of each species. I';ach path is governed by a law of
mass action expression in which the rate conslatlts can
be determined from a temperature dependent Arrhe-
nius expression. In vector II, the term wi = Ali('i
represents the net rate of production of species i in all
chemical reactions and is modelled as follows :
N, N,
Z"iS, =- uj,Si ;j = 1, ...Nr (15)
i=1 i=l
j=l m=t t =
(16)
where Eq.(14) is a representation of an Nv-step chemi-
cal reaction, and Eq.(15) is the production rate for the
ith species as determined lYom the law of mass action.
4
ThereactionconstantsnOand,%jare calculated from
the following equations
• (-6)'¢1J = AjT_'_ezP ;j = 1, ....N,. (17)
t%j = tcl---.-L-';j = 1 ..... N,. (18)
_eq)
The equilibrium constant appearing in lkl.(18) is
given by
f I
'<" t,R,:r) " t, ) I,....u,.
(19)
where
N) Ns
Z" Z;Anj = vii - v _ ;3"= l,...Nr
i=[ i-----i
(2O)
N s N,
AGr¢, --- Z w_gi - Z v_ ir'li ;j = i ..... N,_ (21)
i=1 i----1
- _ - _ +Fi-(7(l';i= i ...... N,
(22)
The forward rate for each reaction is determined
from I_.(17) which is based Oil the Arrhenius law. The
appropriate conslanis A./, _j, al)d ¢j for the ll2--air
reaction system can be found in [141. The reverse rate
is then calculated from FJ:I.(18). It should be noted that
the Gibb's free energy of each species in gl is obtained
from the expression for Cvi.
The hydrogen-air combustion mechanism used in
Ibis work is based on the Jachimowski llydrogeli-air
model 1141 which uses seven species and seven reac-
tions. The sFecies are N2, O2, II2, ()I1, 1120, O, and II.
Each of the seven reaclions can proceed in the forward
and backward directions. The reactions are
1) ()2 + I12 _,-_-OII + OII
2) 02 + I!_ 011 + 0
3) 112 + 011 --_ 1120 + II
4) lb + 0 = 01I +II
5) Oil + Oil _ 112() + 0
6) OI!+ II +N2 = 1120+ N2
7) II + I1 + N2 ----- ti2 + N2
METHOD OF SOLUTION
The governing equations are transformed from the
physical domain (x, y) to a computational domain (/_,
)7) using an algebraic grid generation technique. In the
computational domain, Eq. (l) is expressed as
where
au aF o& =/#
o-7+-bT + (23)
U =U J, P= Fy o-Gx n
= Gx_ - Fy_, ti = H.l (24)
J = x_y o - y_z o
The governing equations are solved using MacCor-
mack's 1171 melhod. The scheme is second-order ac-
curate in time and space. This results in a spatially
and temporally discrete, simultaneous system of equa-
lions at each grid point. The system of equations is
solved subject to initial and boundary conditions. At
the supersonic inflow boundary, all flow quantities are
specified as free-stream conditions. At the supersonic
outflow boundary, all flow quantities are extrapolated
from interior grid points. Although full N-S equations
are used, the slip conditions are used to numerically
simulate the inviscid flow. A flow tangency or slip
boundary condition is implied on solid wall. ]'he wall
temperature and pressure are extrapolated from interior
grid points, hiitial conditions are obtained by speci-
fying free-stream conditions throughout the flow field.
The resulting set of equations is marched in time.
"lhe l,ax-Wendroff type schemes are inherently tin-
stable and, hence, higher-order numerical dissipation
terms are often necessary to get a stable sohllion. For
a non-reacting flow field, an artificial viscosity based
on temperature and /or pressure is traditionally used,
but in chemically reacting flows, in addition to temper-
attire and pressure gradients, one can also have very
strong species concentration gradients. To suppress the
mlmerical oscillations in the induction zone where the
gradients in the concentration of reactants and products
are very strong, additional artificial viscosity based on
I120 mass fraction is used similar to the one used by
Singh et al. II51.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
"lhe stoichiometric chemical reaction for a
hydrogen-air system can be written as
2112 + O2 + 3.76N2 _ 21120 + 3.76N2
When a blunt body is moving through a reactive mix-
ture at hypersonic speeds, a bow shock is formed ahead
of the body, and the temperature of the fuel-air mixture
after the bow shock is sufficiently high to initiate the
reaction. Once the ignition starts, chemical energy is
released and another discontinuity known as reaction
front is formed. In the induction zone, the temperature
arid the pressure remain relatively constant at the post
shock conditions, while the concentrations of radicals
build tip very rapidly.
Becauseof thesymmetry,onlyonehalf of the
flow fieldis calculated.Figure3 showsthetypical
gridwhichcontains101x78gridpoints(101normal
to thebodyand78alongthebody).Forclarity,ev-
eryfotnthgridpointis shownin thetigure.Forthe
presentcaseof astoichiometrichydrogen-airmixture,
theChapman-Jougetvelocityisthesameasthevelocity
oftheprojectilefortheMach5.11case.llowever,for
theMach6.46Case,theprojectilespeedissignificantly
abovethedetonation velocity of the mixture. Unsteady
flow phenomenon can occur if the free-stream velocity
of the projectile is around the C-J detonation velocity of
the mixture. For both eases, the residuals were dropped
by three orders in 12,000 iterations and then remained
constant. Figure 4 shows the contour plot of density
for the Math 5.11 case. "lhe bow shock and the teat-
lion front can be seen clearly in the figure. "lhey are
separated from each other by the induction distance.
The separation (i.e., the induction distance) is mini-
mum near the stagnation line and increased away from
it. This is because near the stagnation line, bow shock
is almost normal and, hence, the post shock tempera-
ttu:e is maximum; thus, induction distance is minimun_.
Away from the stagnation line, the shock strength de-
creases, thereby decreasing the post-shock temperature
and, hence, increasing the induction distance. A com-
parison with Fig. 1 shows that all the flow featttres are
very well captured. Figure 5 shows the correspond-
ing plot which has been enlarged lot clarity. The bow
shock is very crisp and smooth, whereas the reaction
trout is wrinkled. The pulsations or instabilities which
arise at the stagnation point move till through the re-
action IYont. The maximum density is seen to be just
after the bow shock, and mthimum density is alter Ihe
reaction front. The shock standoff distance is compa-
rable to the Lehr's shadograph. Figure 6 shows the
contour plot for temperature, and Fig. 7 shows the
corresponding enlarged view. Again, it is seen that
tile bow shock is very smooth, but the reaction trout
which separates from the bow shock near tile stagna-
tion line shows pulsations. As explained earlier, the
post-shock temperature is maximum near the stagna-
tion line and gradually decreases away tYom it. Also,
due to the exothermic nature of the reaction, the tem-
perature further increases as the reaction proceeds. The
peak temperatlu'e occurs at the stagnation point. Fig-
tire 8 shows the temperature along various j=constant
grid lines. The post shock stagnation poitlt temperature
is 3150°K, which compares very well with Ref. !101.
As the gas encounters the bow shock, the temperature
increases abruptly. Immediately alter the shock, the
temperature stays constant tor a short distance and then
begins to increase due to exothermic reactions. The in-
duction zone decreases with increasing temperature, as
chemical energy release will be faster for higher tem-
peratures. Also, one can see the unsteadiness in the
reaction front. This unsteadiness originates tYom the
induclJoJi zone near the slagnalion lille and then travels
downstream. The contour plots for water mass fracliOll
are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. At the end of the combus-
tion zone, the temperature is high enough to start the
combustion. As the reaction proceeds, lhe water mass
fraction increases rapidly. The oscillations similar to
temperature aad density profiles can be seen here. The
instability is ch;n'acterized by an almost regular peri-
odic wave motion having a constant frequency. Similar
instability has been observed experimentally in l.chr's
work. Figure II shows the pressure contour. Again,
the bow shock is clearly visible in the ligure, and the
pressure jump across the shock is comparable witfi Ref.
19]. Figure 12 shows the line plot for pressure along
various j=coustant grid lines. As the flow crosses the
shock, it encounters the pressure jump. The pressure
decreases slighlly after the shock. The Von Neumann
spike, which is characteristic of reacting liows, is also
visible. The post shock oscillation in pressure along
the stagnation line has also been observed in Ref. 191.
The instability in the reaction frout has been ex-
plained by the wave interaction model as proposed by
McVey and "lboug 16] and as modified by Matsuo and
Fujiwara II 1]. Figure 13 shows the wave interaction
model in terms of the x-t diagram on the stagnation
streamline between the bow shock and the reaction
front. The diagram shows the x-t plot for water mass
fraction with an overlay of pressure. First, Ihe con-
tact discontinuity approaches the original reaction front.
The hot gases behind the contact discoutimdly begin to
react, generating compression or prcssurc waves which
propagate upstream and downstream. The compression
wave which propagates upstream interacts wiih the bow
shock and produces a contact discontinuity behind the
bow shock The hot gases oil the contact discontinuity
behind the bow shock begin to react, and thus, generat-
ing another set of compression waves. At a somewhat
later time, tile contact discontinuity reaches the posi-
lion of the original reaction front, extinguishing the
reaction at Ibis point because no more unreacted gas
exists there, and the rate of energy release is effcc-
lively redticed, and thus, generating rarefaction waves.
The reaction front begins to recede because of increas-
i_lg induction time of the colder fluid. The compressioJl
wave travelling towards the blunt body gels rellccted
from Ihe body aJ_d travels back Io lhe reaction froill
and causes a change in the ignition location, and a new
pressure wave is created and then the cycle is repeated.
Figure 14 shows the x-t plot for density along the
stagnation) line. The shock front is smooth, but the peri-
odic oscillations of the reaction front are clearly visible.
These periodic oscillations are much more clear from
Fig. 15, which is the x-t plot fi)r water mass fraction
along the stagnation line. If one sees these oscillations
very closely, it will be clear that the water mass pro-
dnction rate, which is also a measure of energy release,
continues to increase, and then decreases eventually to
zerowatermassproductionand,hence,zeroenergy
release.Thisis the point of extinguishment of the re-
action front. The reaction almost comes to a standstill
at this point. Since the new reaction front generated has
high energy release (and, hence, high water mass pro-
duction rate), it sends new sets of compression waves,
which propagate both upstream and downstream, and
the above cycle is repeated. Figure 16 shows the x-t
plot for temperature along the stagnation line. The pe-
riodic oscillations of the reaction front similar to water
mass fraction is noticed.
1"o fitrther investigate the unsteady nature of the
Ilow field, a Fourier analysis of the flow field was con-
dueled, l:or this, data at various sample stations along
Ihe j=61 grid lille were stored for 30,000 iterations
to get good temporal resolutions. The grid used was
101 ×78, and all calculations were time accurate. Fig-
ure 17 shows the amplitude vs frequency plot obtained
by using Fourier Iransform. The flow field speclrum
is well resolved, and it clearly shows the fundamen-
tal frequency of 1.2 e+6 llz and a peak amplitude of
0.004. It also shows subharmonics and high-frequency
numerical noise. Experinlental fi|ndamenlal frequency,
as given in Ref. 1161, is 1.96e+6 llz. "llle discrepan-
cies between tile experimental and tile numerical value
could be due to in]proper grid resolution. The calcu-
latious were then repeated for a finer grid (131 × 101).
"ihe grid asoect ratio was kept the same ill both the
cases. Figure 18 shows the frequency spectrum for the
flow field with the liner grid. The sample stations have
the same physical locations as in the previous case. The
dominant frequency now is 2.0e+6 llz, and the ampli-
tude is 0.004. "lllis frequency is in close agreement
with the experimental value of 1.96e+6 llz. "lhe above
calculations were repeated once again for another finer
grid of 197x 152. The grid aspect ratio was kept the
same and the sample stations have the same physical
locations as in the previous cases. Figure 19 shows the
frequency spectrum for this grid. The dominant fre-
quency now is 2.1e+6 1lz., and the amplitude is 0.004.
Thus, relining the grid has not changed the frequency
and therefore, the oscillations ill the reaction front are
physical.
The results for the Math 6.46 case will now be
presented. As mentioned earlier, lhis is a superdeto-
native case, i.e., projectile velocity is higher than the
detonalion velocity of the mixture.
The temperature contours are shown in Fig. 2().
Qualitatively the results are similar to the previous case
except near the stagnation zone; Ihe bow shock and
the reaction front are now ahuost coupled due to very
small induction distance (because of higher post-shock
temperature). The two fronts separate from each other
slightly downstream
l:igure 21 shows the waler mass-fraction contours.
Ilere, in contrast to the previous case, the reaction front
is very smooth. The periodic instabilities, which were
clearly visible previously, cannot be seen. This is in
agreement with the experimental result (see Fig 2).
"l_e frequency spectn_m and the stability for Mach 6.46
has not been analyzed in the present study but will be
carried on in fitture work.
CONCLUSIONS
A numerical study is carried out to investigate
the shock-induced combustion in premixed hydrogen-
air mixture. The calculations have been carried out for
Mach 5.11 and 6.46. The Mach 5.11 case was found to
be unsteady with periodic oscillations. The frequency
of oscillations was calculated and was found to be in
good agreement with the experimentally observed fre-
quency. The Math 6.46 case was found to be macro-
scopically stable, thus supporting the existing view that
it is possible to stabilize the shock-induced combustion
phenomena with sufficient level of overdrive.
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Figure I Shadowgraph of a spherical nose projeclile moving at
Math 5.11 inlo _ premixed sloichionletric hydrogen-air mixture.
Figure 2 Shadowgraph of a spherical nose projectile moving at
Math 6.46 into a premixed stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture.
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Figure 5 Enlarged view of density
contours for Math 5.11
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Figure 4 Density contours for Mach 5.11
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Figure 6 Temperature contours for Math 5.11
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Figure 9 Water mass fraction
contours for Mach 5.11
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Figure 8 Temperature vs radius along
various j= constant grid lines
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mass fraction contours
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Figure 11 Pressure contours for Mach 5.11
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Figure 13 x-t plot for the wave
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Figure 12 Pressure vs radius along
various j= constant grid lines
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Figure 14 x-t ph)t for density
along the stagnation line
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Figure 15 x-t plot for H20 mass-fraction
along stagnation line
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Figure 17 Temporal frequency spectrum of
water mass fraction for 101x78 grid size.
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Figure 18 Temporal frequency spectrum of
water mass fraction for 131x101 grid size.
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